[Stimulation-induced changes in the ultrastructure of the synapses in the hippocampus by post-tetanic potentiation].
Within the frame of experimental brain research at present the phenomenon of potentiation (posttetanic potentiation, long-term potentiation) is considered to provide a possible mechanism of learning processes and memory formation on the synaptic level. Tetanic stimulation of the Nucleus septalis fimbrialis produces the posttetanic potentiation in synapses of the hippocampal CA 3-region, whereafter a long-lasting increase in the amplitude of evoked potentials can be recorded. By quantitative electron microscopical morphometry we investigated the morphological changes in synapses of the Stratum radiatum of the hippocampal CA 3-region of rabbits (1 hour following posttetanic stimulation). Tetanic stimulation of the Nucleus septalis fimbrialis induces an enlargement of the postsynaptic spine area significantly by 28% and a decrease of the mean area of presynaptic terminals by 24%. No changed number of synapses were found in comparison to the controls. Furthermore stimulation of the Nucleus septalis fimbrialis induces a transient decrease of synaptic vesicles in various zones of the presynaptic area, especially near the presynaptic membrane. These results demonstrate morphologically detectable changes as a consequence of synaptic activation. Therefore posttetanic potentiation is characterized by various morphologic changes reflecting probably an early phase of the learning process with transient effects on the ultrastructure of the synapses.